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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a new catalogue of chemically peculiar (CP) stars obtained by
compiling publications in which abundances of metals are provided. Our catalogue includes
428 stars for which the data were obtained through spectroscopic observations. Most of them
(416) are AmFm, HgMn, and ApBp stars. We have used this compilation to proceed to a
statistical overview of the abundance anomalies versus the physical parameters of the stars.
Spearman’s rank correlation test has been applied, and a significant number of correlations
of abundance peculiarities with respect to effective temperature, surface gravity, and rotation
velocity have been found. Four interesting cases are discussed in details: the Mn peculiarities
in HgMn stars, the Ca correlation with respect to effective temperature in AmFm stars, the case
of helium and iron in ApBp stars. Furthermore, we checked for ApBp stars using Anderson–
Darling test whether the belonging to a multiple system is a determinant parameter or not for
abundance peculiarities.

Key words: methods: statistical – techniques: spectroscopic – catalogues – stars: abun-
dances – stars: chemically peculiar – stars: individual: HgMn, ApBp and AmFm.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The first goal of this work is to create a catalogue of chemically
peculiar (CP) stars by compiling published abundances deduced
from high-resolution spectroscopic observations (for most of them)
realized during last decades. This catalogue is an extension of the
one published by Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016, hereafter referred to
as Paper I) for HgMn stars, to other groups of CP stars. The second
goal is to use this catalogue for some statistical studies of these
stars. In our knowledge, the only existing general catalogue con-
taining information about CP stars is the one published by Renson
& Manfroid (2009, a revised and extended version of their previous
catalogue), where a large number of known or suspected CP stars
are identified, but their catalogue provides only photometric data,
and never abundance peculiarities. However, characterization and
modelling of CP stars require the knowledge of the detailed abun-
dance peculiarities, which can be carried out only from spectro-
scopic observations. Such studies are dispersed over a large number
of publications and over a long period of time. A new catalogue of
CP stars gathering all these results will help in further theoretical
studies and modelling on those type of stars whose the peculiarities
are understood in the framework of atomic diffusion processes (see
the book of Michaud, Alecian & Richer 2015).
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CP stars, which are main-sequence stars, consist in different
groups of stars that are, according to the Preston’s classification
(Preston 1974): AmFm (CP1), ApBp (CP2), HgMn (CP3), He-weak
(CP4), and He-rich stars (we do not consider here the λBoo stars).
All these groups have different physical properties and chemical
abundances. CP stars groups are defined according to their abun-
dance anomalies and effective temperature Teff, they are all slow
rotators. In this paper, we explore only three groups CP1, CP2, and
CP3.

AmFm stars are non-magnetic CP stars, slow rotators, and with
7000 � Teff � 10 000 K. AmFm stars are mostly binaries and char-
acterized by underabundances of Ca and Sc (sometimes stronger un-
derabundance than the one of Ca) in their atmospheres (see Kunzli
& North 1998; Gebran, Monier & Richard 2008, for example).

HgMn stars are considered to be among the quietest CP stars:
no (or undetected) magnetic fields, no mixing in their atmospheres.
The existence of magnetic fields in their atmospheres is still sub-
ject to debate. Their effective temperature is in the range of about
10 000–16 000 K. These stars show large overabundances of iron
peak elements, which may be larger by more than two orders of
magnitude their solar abundances. HgMn stars show systematic
strong overabundances of Mn and/or Hg (this last one may be up
to 106 times the solar value). Rare-earth elements are also over-
abundant in their atmospheres. This group (CP3) is believed to be
the continuation toward higher effective temperature of the AmFm
sequence (see Catanzaro, Leone & Leto 2003; Dolk, Wahlgren &
Hubrig 2003; Alecian et al. 2009, etc.).
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ApBp stars have generally strong magnetic fields, with 7000 �
Teff � 16 000 K. Observed magnetic fields may be up to several
tens of kG at their surface and are considered to be fossil fields
(Alecian et al. 2016). ApBp stars are characterized by strong over-
abundances of iron-peak elements, like HgMn stars, and with very
strong overabundances of heavy and rare-earth elements (up to 105

times solar abundances). There are at least two subgroups of mag-
netic ApBp stars: the cool ones (Teff � 10 000 K) which show rather
overabundances of rare-earth elements and sometime short-period
oscillations (roAp stars), and hot ones showing overabundances of
Si (see Leckrone 1981; Ryabchikova et al. 1999; Kochukhov et al.
2006, etc.).

In Section 2, we describe our new catalogue. In Section 3, we
compare and discuss the chemical abundances and physical param-
eters we have compiled to those of the previous compilation did by
Smith (1996b). We discuss also some statistical results obtained by
different statistical tests for the chemical abundances in function of
the physical parameters of the stars. Few noteworthy cases (for Mn,
He, Ca, Fe) are discussed in Section 5.

2 TH E N E W C ATA L O G U E O F C P STA R S

Our catalogue of CP stars consists of 428 stars, for which abun-
dances were determined by various authors, in most cases through
high-resolution spectroscopy. The CP types are those proposed by
these authors. In this catalogue, 108 are identified as HgMn stars
(see Paper I), 188 are identified as ApBp stars, and 120 as AmFm
stars. The spectral type of 11 stars is not well defined even if they are
considered as CP (we marked them as uncertain), and one is a well-
known horizontal-branch star (Feige 86). All CP stars considered
in this paper are listed in the file ‘Table CPstarsList.pdf’ available
online. Their physical parameters, including effective temperature,
surface gravity, rotation velocity, and bibliographic references are
given in that file.

Because of the source of the compiled data are inhomogeneous,
we tried to include as much as possible the error bars of abundance
measurements, as given by the authors. If for a given element the
abundances of different ions were given, we took the mean of them
for the abundance value, and the error bars were recalculated by the
mean square of the errors as in Paper I. It is important to mention
that the error values given in these publications correspond usually
to the internal error of the determination method use by the authors,
they are not the abundance uncertainty. The real abundance uncer-
tainty should be larger than the error bar we have collected, mainly
because the abundances are generally estimated using homogeneous
atmospheres, even for the most recent publications using modern
techniques. They do not consider abundance stratifications that are
produced by atomic diffusion, and detected in many CP stars (see
Catanzaro et al. 2016; Ndiaye, LeBlanc & Khalack 2018, among
the most recent ones). If for a given element different abundances
by several authors were given we took the value from the publica-
tion where many other elements’ abundances were given to have
more homogeneous dataset. The detailed abundances (element per
element) for each star are provided as online data.1

In the file ‘Table CPstarsList.pdf’, we provide also ‘multiplic-
ity’ information (binarity, belonging to a cluster, etc.) of these stars

1These data, and some more may be also found on the following web-
site http://gradsvp.obspm.fr/CPstars/CPstars home.html (site maintained by
Observatoire de Paris, responsible of this web page: G. Alecian).

according to Simbad2 archive. In Section 4, we look for correla-
tions between ‘multiplicity’ (only for single, close binaries) and
abundance anomalies.

3 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H T H E PR E V I O U S
COMPI LATI ON

We compared chemical abundances of our new catalogue with the
previous compilation done by Smith (1996a) more than 20 yr ago.
First, to reduce the impact of the inhomogeneities between au-
thors, abundances were rescaled using the solar values of Asplund
et al. (2009, hereafter AGS09). In Fig. 1, we give abundances in
logarithmic scale of N(A)/N(H) (star) versus AGS09 (Sun). Some
authors give N(A)/Ntot, in these cases we have converted to the ra-
tio N(A)/N(H) assuming AGS09 solar composition for He (Y) and
metals (Z), by adding 0.0357 to log N(A)/Ntot.

Comparison results show that helium [Atomic number=2] under-
abundances are very scattered in HgMn and ApBp stars (by about
3 dex), and very few of them are known in AmFm stars. Note that
He lines are difficult to measure for stars with Teff � 10 000 K (only
14 of them are in our database).

Lithium [3] appears systematically overabundant with respect to
the Sun in all CP stars shown in Fig. 1. Li is a particular element,
since it is a primordial element that is easily destroyed and not pro-
duced in stars (see for instance Spite & Spite 1982), except perhaps
during their formation. It is destroyed in layers with temperature
larger than about 2.5 × 106 K, which happens when Li is transported
by convection from the outer layers to deep ones. This precisely oc-
curred in the Sun, for which the superficial Li abundance is about
100 times smaller than its initial value. The superficial convection
zone is due to ionization of H and He, hotter is a star smaller is this
convection zone. Since H and He are already ionized in superficial
layers of hot stars, the instability cannot develop. Because CP stars
are hotter than the Sun, their superficial convection zone is smaller
(or absent) and so, cannot transport matter deep enough to make
the Li destroyed (see for instance, discussion in Proffitt & Michaud
1991). Therefore, the apparent overabundance of Li in CP stars
actually reveals the Li depletion in the Sun. The unusual overabun-
dance of lithium was found only in Przybylskı’s star (HD101065),
which is also included in our database, but this is an exception and
could perhaps be explained by magnetic field configuration in the
atmospheres of that star according to Polosukhina et al. (2004), or
by some external process (accretion or spallation for instance).

Beryllium [4] abundance is not constrained in the atmospheres of
AmFm stars, and it is marginally detected in ApBp stars. Beryllium
deficiency was measured by Kochukhov et al. (2006) in HD133792
– a weakly magnetic, evolved Ap star. Its abundance is nearly solar
in HgMn stars. For instance, its abundance was measured in the
atmospheres of HD175640 and HD71066 HgMn stars by Castelli
& Hubrig (2004) and Yüce, Castelli & Hubrig (2011), respectively.

As predicted by Borsenberger, Michaud & Praderie (1979), who
estimated boron [5] stratification in the framework of atomic dif-
fusion, this element is highly deficient in the well-known HgMn
star HD141556, and some others (see Leckrone 1981, for more
details). However, Leckrone (1981) observed a strong overabun-
dance in HD78316 (κ Cnc) which is also a well-known HgMn star,
suggesting that some magnetic fields could exist in this star since
atomic diffusion, which is responsible of B depletion in HgMn stars
(non-magnetic stars), is strongly modified by magnetic fields.

2http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Statistical analysis of CP stars 2955

Figure 1. Abundances for the three CP Types in the present compilation versus atomic number. Abundances (ε) are the logarithm of the abundances divided
by the solar AGS09 ones, the zero line corresponds to solar abundances. In the HgMn panel, the squares are abundances of the horizontal-branch star Feige 86.

Nitrogen [7] and oxygen [8] are less deficient, respectively, in
HgMn and ApBp stars than in Smith’s outcome. Fluorine [9] and
neon [10] abundances are absent from Smith’s compilation. From
the literature, we have found only one fluorine abundance value for
the well-known 21 Com Ap star (see Monier & Megessier 1990, for
more details), which is not the case for neon. It is mostly normal in
HgMn stars, just a few HgMn stars shows neon underabundances
in their atmospheres. Neon overabundance, which reaches up to

0.7 dex, is measured in 3 ApBp stars (see Monier & Megessier
1990; Folsom et al. 2007, for more details). Neon is overabundant
in two AmFm stars – HD108642 and HD108651 (see Kupka et al.
1994, the overabundance is more than 0.6 dex), and there is marginal
underabundance of neon in Am star – HD198391 (see Budaj & Iliev
2003).

In the average, sodium [11] is normal in all CP stars. There
is no ApBp or HgMn star with sodium abundance in Smith’s
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compilation. Magnesium [12] is normal in AmFm stars as in Smith’s
paper, but it is strongly underabundant in ApBp and HgMn stars. It is
overabundant in a few ApBp stars and shows large dispersion in
them, which reaches to 2.5 dex. For a few HgMn stars Mg abun-
dances wrap solar value (the abundances are +/– 0.5 around the
solar value).

Aluminium [13] is absent in ApBp stars in Smith’s compila-
tion, nearly normal in AmFm stars and strongly underabundant in
HgMn stars. On the contrary, in our compilation we have largely
dispersed values for all CP stars. The overabundance in the ApBp
stars HD95608 reaches nearly 1 dex (see LeBlanc et al. 2015),
the underabundance in the same stars is smaller than –2 dex in
HD154708 (see Hubrig et al. 2012). The underabundance in HgMn
stars is close to –2.6 dex in HD53929 (see Smith 1993, for more
details).

The underabundance of silicon [14] in HgMn stars is stronger than
in the above-mentioned compilation. The strongest underabundance
value for HgMn stars was compiled for HD35548a from Hubrig,
Castelli & Mathys (1999).

Phosphorus [15] is overabundant in all CP stars, but it is absent in
Smith’s compilation for ApBp and AmFm stars. The highest over-
abundance value for ApBp stars reaches to 2.5 dex in HD166473
(see Gelbmann 1998, for more details). There is only one under-
abundant case for the Ap star HD201601 (see Hubrig et al. 2012).

Sulphur [16], which is absent in Smith compilation, is overabun-
dant in AmFm stars, nearly normal in ApBp stars and deficient in
HgMn stars. The strongest deficiency of sulphur was measured in
HD55362 (see Niemczura, Morel & Aerts 2009), which is close to
–2 dex.

Chlorine [17], argon [18], and potassium [19] are absent in
Smith’s compilation, but after 1993 a few abundances for these
elements were measured for the three types of CP stars. The num-
ber of measurements is so small that nothing can be said about their
dispersion.

Calcium [20] dispersion is very large in ApBp stars. It is more
than 4 dex in them. The highest overabundance (more than 2
dex) was measured for the ApBp star HD108945 (see Monier &
Megessier 1990). The strongest deficiency of calcium was found in
HD111133, which is nearly –2.5 dex. Calcium is less underabun-
dant in AmFm stars than in ApBp stars. A few abundances of those
stars overlay solar values. Calcium is nearly normal in HgMn stars.

Scandium [21] abundances spreads around the solar value in
HgMn stars, but show quite clear underabundances in AmFm stars,
even more than Ca. Sc underabundances in AmFm star together
with the ones of Ca is part of the clearest signatures of AmFm
phenomenon. It is mostly overabundant in ApBp stars. Highest
overabundance of scandium for ApBp stars was determined in
HD25823, which is a bit high than 3 dex (see Bolcal, Kocer &
Duzgelen 1987, for more details). The strongest deficiencies of
scandium were found in the AmFm-type star HD95608 (see Adel-
man et al. 1999), and in the HgMn star HD11753 (see Makaganiuk
et al. 2012). Titanium [22] dispersion in ApBp stars reaches to 4
dex, and it is generally overabundant in HgMn and ApBp stars,
around solar value in AmFm stars.

The iron-peak elements (chromium [24], manganese [25], iron
[26], cobalt [27], and nickel [28]) are broadly scattered slightly
above the solar abundance in all the three CP-type stars we con-
sider, sometime with significant underabundances. The strongest
underabundances of chromium are determined in two HgMn stars –
HD53929 and HD186122 (see Smith & Dworetsky 1993, for more
details). In ApBp and in AmFm stars, chromium is overabundant.
Manganese excess is determined in almost all CP stars, and espe-

cially in HgMn. There is a noticeable exception for the HgMn star
– 36 Lyn, where Mn is deficient (see discussion in Section 5.1).
The total range in iron abundance determined in ApBp stars is more
than 3 dex, which is greater than that measured for any other group
of CP stars. Iron abundance values vary by ±1 dex around the solar
value in HgMn and AmFm stars. In most of ApBp stars, Fe is over-
abundant with apparent correlation with the effective temperature
(see discussion in Section 5.4). Cobalt is deficient in HgMn stars,
but overabundant in ApBp and AmFm stars. The strongest excess of
cobalt was observed in HD116458 (Nishimura et al. 2004), which is
equal to 3.4 dex. The highest deficient value of cobalt in HgMn stars
was determined in two stars – HD186122 and HD174933, which is
nearly –2.5 dex (see Smith & Dworetsky 1993). An unusual over-
abundance of cobalt was determined in the atmosphere of an HgMn
star HD 143807 (Ryabchikova 1998), which needs further detailed
investigations. The HgMn stars are generally Ni-deficient although
there are some examples with abundances overlaying solar values
(Smith & Dworetsky 1993). On the contrary, nickel is often over-
abundant in AmFm stars. There is a large dispersion nearly 4 dex in
ApBp stars for nickel. The highest excess of nickel was determined
in HD95608 (LeBlanc et al. 2015) equal to 2.2 dex. Its strongest
deficiency was found in HD154708 (Hubrig et al. 2012), which is
nearly –1.7 dex. In our compilation, we have larger scatter of iron-
peak elements than in Smith’s compilation, which comes from the
large number of observations done after 1993.

Elements heavier than iron-peak elements show increasing over-
abundances with atomic number for all CP stars of the three groups
we consider. Copper [29], zinc [30], and gallium [31] abundances
in ApBp stars were lacking in the compilation of Smith (1996a),
we compiled a few abundances for them. These elements are over-
abundant in AmFm stars and in HgMn stars, except zinc, which
is deficient in HgMn stars. Copper and zinc are deficient in ApBp
stars, gallium is overabundant.

Germanium [32], arsenic [33], selenium [34], bromine [35], kryp-
ton [36], rubidium [37] abundances are also absent in Smith’s
compilation. We have found few measurements for these elements,
which is not enough to draw any conclusion for them except that
they are all overabundant.

Strontium [38], yttrium [39],and zirconium [40] are generally
overabundant in all CP stars except for a few of them. The high-
est overabundance (ε ≈ 3.7) of strontium was found in the ApBp
star HD177765 (Alentiev et al. 2012), the strongest deficiency (ε ≈
−1.4) was found in the AmFm star HD225463 (Niemczura et al.
2015). The highest overabundance of yttrium (ε ≈ 4.3) was deter-
mined in the HgMn star HD58661 (see Dworetsky, Dyer & Persaud
2008a, for more details). Strong deficiency of zirconium was deter-
mined in the AmFm star HD3883 (Coupry, vant Veer-Menneret &
Burkhart 1986), the highest excess of it is in the HgMn star HD1909
(Adelman, Philip & Adelman 1996).

Niobium [41], molybdenum [42], technetium [43], ruthenium
[44], rhodium [45], palladium [46], silver [47], cadmium [48], in-
dium [49], tin [50], antimony [51], tellurium [52], iodine [53], xenon
[54], and caesium [55] are absent in Smith’s compilation. We have
found only a few overabundances of those elements (any CP type),
which were determined in the two last decades. The exception is
xenon, for which a lot of overabundances in HgMn stars may be
found in the literature. The highest excess of xenon was determined
in HD78316, strongest deficiency in HD145389 (see Dworetsky,
Persaud & Patel 2008b, for more details).

Concerning rare-earth elements, cerium [58], samarium [62], and
europium [63] are absent in Smith’s compilation for HgMn stars,
and terbium [65], dysprosium [66], erbium [68], ytterbium [70],
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lutetium [71], hafnium [72], tantalum [73], tungsten [74], rhenium
[75], and iridium [77] are absent for all CP types. Barium [56], lan-
thanum [57], holmium [67], praseodymium [59], and neodymium
[60] overabundances in HgMn stars in our compilation have nearly
the same values as in Smith’s one, but they appear larger for ApBp
and AmFm stars. We have compiled a few underabundances of
cerium [58], neodymium [60], and holmium [67] in AmFm stars.

Platinum [78], gold [79], and mercury [80] overabundances are
smaller in Smith’s compilation than in ours. Only two osmium [76]
overabundances in ApBp stars were compiled in Smith’s outcome.
Holmium [67], thulium [69], platinum, and mercury abundances in
CP1 and CP2 stars, are absent in his compilation. Mercury abun-
dances, which defining feature of HgMn stars, reaches up to 6.61
dex in the atmosphere of USNOA2 0825 03036752 (see Alecian
et al. 2009, for more details).

We have compiled thallium [81], lead [81], and bismuth [82]
overabundances in AmFm and HgMn stars, and a few excess of
thorium [90] and uranium [92] in ApBp and AmFm stars, which
are absent in Smith’s outcome.

This compilation confirms that the overabundances in the atmo-
spheres of CP stars increase for heavy elements with atomic number.
The large scatter of the abundances is comparable to Smith’s com-
pilation, despite of the progress in measurement techniques. As
already discussed in Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016, end of their sec-
tion 2), and for the same reasons, we are convinced that this scatter
is not only due to the heterogeneity of the data, but to the physical
processes producing the abundance anomalies.

4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

As we show in the previous section, abundance anomalies in the
atmospheres of CP stars are often spread over by more than 1 dex
for each element. This scatter may be explained by atomic diffusion
and by theoretical models, it is interesting to know if they are cor-
related with fundamental parameters such as effective temperature,
surface gravity, and rotation velocity. For that reason, we applied
Spearman’s rank correlation test (Spearman 1904) between abun-
dances and fundamental parameters.3 The test has been applied only
for each element measured in more than 11 stars (for the considered
CP type). This threshold is selected to have enough data points. In
our opinion, small number statistics for other elements with less
measurements make the test ineffective.

This test is widely used in astronomy. It performs a hypothesis
test on a pair of two variables with null hypothesis that they are
independent, and alternative hypothesis that they are not. Usually,
one accepts the alternative hypothesis of the test when p-value is
less than 5 per cent (e.g. Feigelson & Babu 2012). We also pay
attention to those cases when the p-values are close to the adopted
threshold being between 5 and 6 per cent (marginal cases). Spear-
man’s coefficient ρ is a non-parametric measure of rank correlation
(ρ ∈ [ − 1; 1]), it assesses how well the relationship between two
variables can be described using a monotonic function. When each
of the variables is a perfect monotonic function of the other, Spear-
man’s coefficient ρ is +1 or –1 (see e.g. Feigelson & Babu 2012,
for more details). Our results of Spearman’s rank correlation test of
abundances with respect to Teff, log g, and v sin i are discussed in
Sections 4.1 (AmFm), 4.2 (HgMn), and 4.3 (ApBp).

3Kendall’s τ test has been also applied in some cases (namely to check
barely significant cases of abundance versus gravity correlations), but we
got the same results as Spearman’s one.

To check whether multiplicity is playing a role in the abun-
dance anomalies, we have considered single CP stars (in this case
multiplicity is equal to 1) and those being in binary systems (in
this case multiplicity is equal to 2). We have applied the well-
known Anderson–Darling (AD) test as we did in Paper I using
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for HgMn stars. The null hypoth-
esis for the two-sample non-parametric AD test corresponds to
the case when two distributions are drawn from the same parent
population, and the alternative hypothesis that they are not (again,
with the threshold of 5 per cent for p-values). For more details of
this statistical test, the reader is referred to Engmann & Cousineau
(2011). From this test, we do not find any relation between abun-
dance anomalies and multiplicity in HgMn stars and in AmFm stars,
possibly because of the lack of data. One should mention that we
checked Si, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ce, Pr, Nd, and Eu abundances
dependence on multiplicity in ApBp stars (the cases with 11 and
more known abundance values) and we did not find any significant
result.

4.1 AmFm

Several correlations of abundance anomalies have been found for
AmFm stars, they are emphasized in boldface in Table 1. Accord-
ing to their rank, Li, Ca, Cu, Zn, Zr, and Ce abundances seem
correlated with the effective temperature (see discussion about Ca
in Section 5.2). Note that the case of Li was already pointed out
by Burkhart & Coupry (1989) and may be understood by the de-
struction of this element according to the depth of the superficial
convection zone (see the comment in Section 3).

Some correlations seem also to exist with respect to log g for
sulphur, copper, strontium, lanthanum, and marginally for cerium,
and with respect to v sin i for magnesium, barium, europium.

4.2 HgMn

For HgMn stars, correlations with respect to Teff are significant for
Mg, Al, S, Cr, Mn, Sr, Xe, Hg (see Table 2). The correlation for
manganese was first noticed by Smith & Dworetsky (1993), and we
discuss it in more details in Section 5.1. The correlation for Xe was
first mentioned in Paper I, while Dworetsky et al. (2008b) do not
mention any significant one. On another hand, possible correlations
suggested by Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016) for Ni, Ti, and Si are not
confirmed in this study.

Considering gravity, Spearman’s rank test confirms the correla-
tion between mercury abundances and log g as suggested in Paper I.
In addition, we find significant correlation for strontium. In the case
of copper, the correlation is barely significant (p = 0.053, underlined
in Table 2). Considering rotation velocity as parameter, correlations
have been found for aluminium, chromium, manganese, and zirco-
nium.

4.3 ApBp

A large number of correlation signals emerge from Table 3 for ApBp
stars, as well for Teff than for log g, but specially for Teff. For this
one, Mg, Si, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zr, La, Ce, Pr, Ne, Sm, Eu, Yb
are concerned. Note, however, that the effective temperature range
(7000 � Teff � 16 000 K) for ApBp stars is much larger than for
AmFm and HgMn, and therefore this may explain quite different
behaviours comparing what happens at both ends. This may produce
an exaggerate signal. The case of Fe is discussed in more details in
Section 5.4.
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Table 1. Spearman’s rank test results for AmFm stars. Statistically significant correlations are shown in boldface (p-value ≤0.05), marginal ones are underlined
(0.05 <p-value <0.06).

ε(Teff) ε(log g) ε(v sin i)
Elements ρ p N ρ p N ρ p N

Li 0.47 0.001 43 −0.10 0.525 40 0.04 0.831 37
C 0.07 0.524 76 −0.03 0.804 76 0.18 0.132 69
N 0.27 0.130 32 0.00 0.986 32 0.21 0.318 25
O 0.15 0.202 72 0.01 0.903 72 0.11 0.371 64
Na 0.10 0.503 51 0.26 0.061 51 0.07 0.627 51
Mg −0.02 0.884 68 0.01 0.925 68 0.27 0.042 59
Al −0.12 0.385 52 −0.01 0.922 51 −0.29 0.070 39
Si −0.05 0.635 84 −0.01 0.895 82 0.04 0.715 71
S 0.16 0.194 64 -0.30 0.019 62 −0.23 0.096 54

Ca 0.28 0.004 105 0.04 0.714 103 0.10 0.342 94
Sc −0.03 0.844 64 0.23 0.069 64 0.18 0.194 56
Ti 0.20 0.074 77 0.20 0.084 77 0.21 0.088 68
V −0.08 0.626 41 −0.04 0.781 41 0.26 0.150 32
Cr 0.10 0.426 67 0.13 0.294 67 −0.22 0.104 58
Mn −0.05 0.696 60 0.20 0.133 60 0.04 0.785 52
Fe −0.09 0.402 90 0.06 0.583 86 −0.11 0.341 75
Co −0.25 0.214 27 0.23 0.247 27 0.30 0.193 21
Ni 0.08 0.504 74 −0.08 0.505 74 −0.11 0.382 64
Cu 0.52 0.009 24 0.41 0.049 24 −0.37 0.072 24
Zn 0.56 0.000 37 0.04 0.827 37 −0.33 0.061 33
Sr 0.03 0.865 47 -0.40 0.005 47 −0.05 0.780 38
Y 0.09 0.460 65 −0.02 0.905 65 −0.18 0.182 57
Zr 0.38 0.005 52 −0.01 0.946 52 −0.20 0.201 43
Ba 0.06 0.617 74 −0.08 0.519 74 -0.25 0.047 65
La −0.10 0.573 33 0.35 0.047 33 0.08 0.681 26
Ce 0.53 0.001 36 0.32 0.057 36 −0.15 0.402 32
Nd 0.28 0.101 35 0.24 0.158 35 −0.06 0.758 30
Eu 0.07 0.725 30 −0.12 0.525 29 -0.42 0.041 24

Table 2. Same as Table 1 for HgMn stars.

ε(Teff) ε(log g) ε(v sin i)
Elements ρ p N ρ p N ρ p N

He -0.40 0.001 65 −0.10 0.450 65 0.12 0.355 64
C −0.23 0.105 51 0.00 0.982 51 0.03 0.841 50
O 0.23 0.156 38 −0.28 0.091 38 0.15 0.391 37

Mg -0.39 0.001 69 −0.07 0.580 69 0.09 0.489 68
Al -0.42 0.005 44 0.24 0.112 44 0.32 0.037 44
Si 0.01 0.929 74 −0.15 0.192 74 −0.01 0.913 73
S -0.61 0.000 52 0.05 0.743 52 −0.03 0.813 51
Ti 0.24 0.064 62 0.11 0.403 62 0.10 0.448 61
Cr -0.28 0.010 86 −0.02 0.828 86 0.22 0.041 85
Mn 0.48 0.000 70 0.06 0.650 70 0.26 0.032 69
Fe 0.07 0.488 90 0.06 0.561 90 −0.11 0.313 89
Ni −0.05 0.730 48 −0.01 0.945 48 0.11 0.473 47
Cu 0.32 0.106 26 -0.38 0.053 26 0.22 0.289 26
Zn −0.18 0.339 29 0.00 0.999 29 0.12 0.533 29
Ga 0.30 0.083 34 0.23 0.184 34 0.00 0.997 33
Sr -0.49 0.001 45 0.33 0.027 45 0.11 0.492 44
Y −0.17 0.220 55 0.20 0.134 55 0.19 0.161 54
Zr 0.25 0.133 37 0.25 0.136 37 0.38 0.021 36
Xe 0.41 0.032 28 −0.04 0.823 28 0.11 0.568 28
Hg -0.22 0.045 86 0.27 0.011 86 −0.01 0.944 85

Abundances of helium, lithium, oxygen, aluminium, sulphur,
iron, cerium, europium show a correlation with log g (marginally
for Ga). The case of He is discussed in more details in Section 5.3.
And finally, silicon and praseodymium abundances seem correlated
with rotation velocity.

5 N OT E WO RT H Y C A S E S

Among the rather large number of correlations mentioned above,
and revealed by Spearman’s test ranking, there are four noteworthy
cases we would like to discuss in more details. In Figs 2–5, abun-
dances are plotted versus a stellar parameter, each point corresponds
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Table 3. Same as Table 1 for ApBp stars.

ε(Teff) ε(log g) ε(v sin i)
Elements ρ p N ρ p N ρ p N

He −0.32 0.075 31 -0.42 0.019 31 0.09 0.649 30
Li 0.37 0.145 17 0.49 0.048 17 −0.14 0.600 16
C 0.24 0.096 48 −0.04 0.789 48 0.21 0.163 46
N 0.01 0.955 26 −0.13 0.540 26 −0.06 0.791 24
O 0.15 0.108 109 0.23 0.017 109 0.17 0.148 75
Na 0.50 0.004 31 −0.13 0.499 31 0.02 0.903 30
Mg -0.35 0.001 80 −0.14 0.211 80 −0.15 0.197 75
Al −0.20 0.237 36 0.38 0.023 36 0.05 0.780 33
Si 0.49 0.000 106 −0.17 0.077 105 0.27 0.009 95
S 0.23 0.194 33 0.36 0.039 33 0.34 0.067 30

Ca 0.00 0.999 74 0.06 0.596 73 0.15 0.204 70
Ti 0.48 0.000 88 0.03 0.758 88 0.07 0.555 83
V 0.19 0.250 39 0.16 0.341 39 0.33 0.054 35
Cr 0.22 0.016 120 −0.10 0.257 119 −0.07 0.443 113
Mn 0.48 0.000 65 −0.21 0.089 65 0.15 0.248 59
Fe 0.53 0.000 125 -0.27 0.002 124 0.16 0.093 116
Co 0.14 0.415 38 0.08 0.637 38 −0.09 0.607 35
Ni 0.29 0.030 56 0.03 0.828 55 0.23 0.102 53
Cu 0.34 0.286 12 0.35 0.259 12 0.44 0.176 11
Zn 0.27 0.373 13 0.09 0.779 13 0.08 0.812 12
Ga −0.13 0.589 21 -0.43 0.051 21 −0.38 0.201 13
Sr 0.13 0.429 40 −0.13 0.433 39 0.00 0.987 37
Y 0.14 0.401 40 0.03 0.876 40 0.31 0.065 37
Zr 0.52 0.002 34 −0.20 0.267 34 0.19 0.306 30
Ba 0.19 0.168 52 −0.05 0.746 52 0.01 0.939 50
La 0.39 0.007 47 −0.13 0.367 47 0.16 0.296 47
Ce 0.36 0.001 77 0.26 0.022 77 −0.12 0.301 74
Pr 0.57 0.000 103 0.03 0.744 103 0.37 0.000 99
Nd 0.41 0.000 107 0.09 0.345 107 0.16 0.095 104
Sm 0.43 0.007 38 −0.06 0.737 38 0.04 0.837 36
Eu 0.28 0.008 89 0.28 0.007 89 −0.19 0.075 85
Gd 0.28 0.055 47 0.18 0.221 47 −0.13 0.394 45
Tb −0.05 0.829 22 −0.39 0.071 22 −0.22 0.323 22
Dy 0.29 0.127 29 −0.26 0.179 29 −0.02 0.916 29
Er 0.31 0.098 29 −0.32 0.092 29 0.03 0.897 29
Yb 0.72 0.000 19 -0.44 0.057 19 0.08 0.739 19

to a different star. The error bars are from the original publications
(detailed in the online tables). The fitting curves are not weighted
by these error bars, since most of them are missing.

5.1 The manganese abundance peculiar feature in HgMn stars

Manganese is an interesting element since its systematic abundance
peculiarities shown in Fig. 2 versus Teff, characterize (with Hg) the
HgMn CP type. It is also among the first elements for which a quanti-
tative theoretical prediction was successfully done in the framework
of atomic diffusion processes (Alecian & Michaud 1981). These
authors computed the maximum overabundance of Mn that can be
supported by the radiation field in the atmospheres of HgMn stars
(dashed curve in Fig. 2). This prediction was confirmed through
spectroscopic measurements by Smith & Dworetsky (1993).

Smith & Dworetsky (1993) also noticed in the range 13 000 �
Teff � 15 000 K some stars in which the overabundance of Mn is
significantly smaller than in the others. They suggested, following
Cowley (1980), that these stars may form a distinct group of hot,
mild Mn stars. These stars are highlighted in Fig. 2 and we are in-
clined to identify a first group A (purple circles surrounding crosses)
and a second group B (red squares surrounding crosses), both groups
are listed in Table 4. We justify our choice of defining these two

groups by the following reasons. Stars of group A are found very
close to Teff = 13 100 K and well gathered, their log g cover almost
the whole range of gravity found for HgMn stars (from 3.6 to 4.29),
and with various v sin i from very small to very large (for HgMn
stars). The group B consists in the three hottest highlighted stars
around Teff = 14 000 K with log g or v sin i close to extrema. We
make the hypothesis that group B is not related to group A. We
also make the following speculation based on the rough envelope
of observed overabundances shown by dash–dotted curve in Fig. 2:
we notice that considering this envelope, the Mn overabundances
seem to form around Teff = 13100 K a small deep even for stars that
do not show Mn overabundance mildness (they are not included in
group A). Therefore, we suggest that, rather to consider the exis-
tence of a distinct group of hot, mild Mn stars (actually our group
A), there is a unique population of HgMn stars, but some physical
process happens in atmospheres around Teff = 13 100 K that causes
depressed Mn overabundances around this effective temperature.
Such a situation is compatible with atomic diffusion theory, which
is suspected to form element stratifications potentially unstable in
atmospheres (Alecian, Stift & Dorfi 2011). Of course, we cannot
exclude that this gathering around this particular Teff, and definition
of group A and B, might be an artefact of effective temperature
determination methods and related errors.
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Figure 2. The Mn peculiar feature. All HgMn stars of our catalogue with
measured Mn abundances are shown in this figure. The dashed curve is the
maximum overabundance predicted theoretically by Alecian & Michaud
(1981). Crosses surrounded by a circle are stars that are inside what we
call the group A, those surrounded by a square are the three hottest stars
forming the group B. These highlighted stars are listed in Table 4. The
dash–dotted curve is a rough envelope of observed overabundances. Notice
the small deep that could be guessed around Teff = 13 100 K that motivates
our speculation (see the text).

Figure 3. Ca abundances (ε) in AmFm stars versus Teff. The red solid line
is a linear fit showing the correlation of ε and Teff.

5.2 The case of calcium in AmFm stars

Calcium shown in Fig. 3 is an important element for AmFm stars (as
Mn for HgMn), since it helps in determining the AmFm group due
to its systematic underabundances. According to models including
atomic diffusion, this underabundance is caused by the small radia-
tive acceleration on Ca just below the superficial convection zone
where Ca is mainly in ionization stage having noble-gas configu-
ration (see for instance Alecian 1996). Considering increasing ef-
fective temperatures, the bottom of the superficial convection zone
moves to higher stellar layers where Ca ionization stages are no
more dominated by stages in noble-gas configuration. Then, the
underabundance of Ca is reduced until the disappearance of the
AmFm phenomenon (above Teff ≈ 10 000 K) and the appearance of

Figure 4. He abundances (ε) in ApBp stars versus log g. The red solid line
is a linear fit showing the correlation of ε and gravity.

Figure 5. Fe abundances (ε) in ApBp stars versus Teff. The red solid curve
is a polynomial fit showing the correlation of ε and Teff.

Table 4. List of highlighted stars in Fig. 2. Stars of group A are very close
to Teff = 13 100 K, the three hottest highlighted stars form the group B (see
the text).

Star group Teff log g v sin i Mult. ε(Mn)

HD 46886 A 12 900 3.8 18 1 1.94
HD 186122 A 13 000 3.65 3 1 0.77
HD 55362 A 13 000 4 53 1 0.81
HD 144218 A 13 000 4.2 5 5 1.7
HD 196426 A 13 010 3.84 5.5 1 0.25
HD 174933 A A 13 100 4.1 6 4 1.74
HD 7374 A 13 150 4 21 4 1.87
HD 179761 A 13 175 3.27 17 2 0.83
HD 190229 B A 13 200 3.6 8 4 1.15
HD 35497 A 13 250 3.65 59 2 1.73
HD 37492 A A 13 325 3.93 8.5 3 1.2
HD 79158 B 13 700 3.65 49 1 −0.23
HD 144667 B 13 990 4.29 1.5 5 1.27
HD 53929 B 14 050 3.6 21 1 0.73
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the HgMn phenomenon. Fig. 3 is possibly showing this transition
between AmFm and HgMn CP types.

5.3 The case of helium in ApBp stars

Helium plays an important role in the scenario leading to the CP
phenomenon in the framework of atomic diffusion. Because, CP
stars are slow rotators, and then rotational mixing is weaker than
in non-CP stars, and because helium is not supported by the radia-
tion field in upper layers (small radiative acceleration), it undergoes
essentially gravitational settling. This leads to a systematic under-
abundance of He (see Fig. 1) in all the three CP-type stars we
consider. Such an He deficiency reduces significantly the superfi-
cial convection zones, which helps in stabilizing external layers and
so, helps atomic diffusion to be efficient (see Michaud et al. 2015,
for a complete discussion).

In Fig. 4, one can notice the clear trend of He abundance to de-
crease in ApBp stars with increasing gravity (increasing efficiency
of gravitational settling). Such a trend is not visible for AmFm and
HgMn stars. This may be explained by the stabilizing mechanism
of upper layers that are different in ApBp stars than in the other
CP-type stars: in ApBp stars magnetic fields are usually considered
to be strongly involved in stabilizing external layers.

5.4 The case of iron in ApBp stars

Radiative acceleration for iron is not often as strong as for other
iron peak metals, despite of a very large number of bound–bound
atomic transitions contributing to transfer momentum from photons
to iron atoms. This is due to the large cosmic abundance of Fe in
stars having solar metallicity (radiative acceleration decreases when
the number of absorbing atoms increases), at least when they arrive
on the main sequence. However, Fe is generally enough supported
by the radiation fields, and that leads to observe Fe overabundances
in CP stars. But some underabundances are also observed. The
coexistence of both overabundances and underabundances reflects
the complexity of the abundance stratifications build-up in atmo-
spheres, especially when an element is marginally supported by the
radiation field.

In Fig. 5, we show Fe abundances (ε) in ApBp stars plotted versus
Teff. We have determined a second-order polynomial fit (solid red
curve) to emphasize the global trend we think to observe with
respect to the effective temperature (not for the other parameters).
This trend shows a clear maximum around Teff = 11 000 K. Such
maximum is not found for AmFm and HgMn stars, that leads to
suspect again the magnetic fields to cause such a behaviour, since
the diffusion velocity is strongly affected by the magnetic field in
the upper photosphere (see for instance Alecian 2015, for a recent
discussion on the subject).

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

This work presents a unique catalogue of 428 CP stars observed by
spectroscopy during the last decades. We have compiled the main
physical parameters and the abundances of elements from helium
to uranium for 108 HgMn, 188 ApBp, 120 AmFm stars, plus 12
other peculiar stars (including 1 horizontal-branch star). This new
compilation confirms (as in our Paper I devoted to HgMn stars) the
increase of overabundances for heavy elements with atomic number
(shown by Smith 1996a) and the large scatter of the abundances
anomalies. This scatter is not only due to the heterogeneity of the
data, or abundance determination errors, but real.

We have applied AD test on single CP stars and those being in
binary systems and do not find any relation between abundance
anomalies and multiplicity in CP1-, CP2-, and CP3-type stars, pos-
sibly because of the lack of data.

To check if abundance anomalies are correlated with fundamental
parameters, we applied Spearman’s rank correlation test between
abundances and physical parameters, such as effective tempera-
ture, surface gravity, and rotation velocity. We have found a sig-
nificant number of correlations with the effective temperatures, but
also some (fewer) with gravity and rotational velocity. According
to usual models explaining CP stars phenomenon (Michaud et al.
2015), correlations of abundances with v sin i could be related to
rotational mixing, correlations of abundances with log g could be
related to the stellar structure and to the competition of gravity with
radiative accelerations, and finally, correlations with Teff to radia-
tive accelerations. Of course, in a given star, all of these parameters
should have to be combined. We have also chosen to discuss and
comment four noteworthy cases, but this does not mean that there
are only four cases that deserve discussion. We are convinced that
considering as a whole, the abundance measurements in CP stars
will lead to interesting understanding of the physical processes in
play in these stars. In the near future, we intend to extend our
database to new observations and to other categories of CP stars
(such as stars with helium anomalies), and we have no doubt that a
major extension of such a database will be achieved from the final
GAIA catalogue.
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